
Apparel and Textile Production II + II Honors 

              

Career Cluster: Arts, AV Technology & Communications 

Prerequisite: Apparel I   Course: FA322X0   

Student Benefits   
 

Students will be able to have a real life understanding of the current industry, careers and greatly 

increase their sewing skills. The school-based enterprise or charity project they choose 

promotes teamwork, financial skills and work-based experience in the apparel and textile 

industry.   

Apparel II Honors students have the same curriculum in addition to a detailed portfolio project 

and presentation due at the end of the semester. Apparel II Honors are for students with a 

strong work and study ethic and valuable for those who may desire to further their education and 

career in the Apparel and Textile Industry.   
 

Course Description   

 
Apparel and Textile Production II uses the skills and knowledge from Apparel I and focuses on 

the marketing and apparel production side of the industry.  The students will have an 

opportunity to have a school-based enterprise or make a product for charity to donate.  

In this apparel course students are introduced to design, textiles and apparel engineering. 

Emphasis is placed on students applying these design and engineering skills to create and 

produce apparel products. Art, literacy, mathematics, and science are reinforced.  
 

Course Themes  
 

➢ The Design Process and Pattern Making 

➢ Advanced Apparel Construction Techniques 

➢ Printing and Fabric Dyeing methods / Inkodye project 

➢ Methods of Apparel Manufacturing and Production / Industry Careers 

➢ Apparel Marketing/ School-Based Enterprise 

➢ Societal/ Environmental/ Global Issues in the Apparel Industry 

➢ Labels Classifications and Types/ Garment Regulations 

➢ Final Garment construction of Students Choice (within individual student’s ability) 

 

Materials Needed   

➢ Students main purchase will be material for their final garment which varies depending 

on their pattern. Most fabric for this purchase is $25 or under. Students are always 

welcome to use existing class fabric while it lasts or purchase their own.  

➢ Projects include: A lined tote bag, “Surgi dolls” (service project), Wallet, Embroidery and 

more. Mrs. Winick is always open to suggestions for new projects that are within the 

curriculum guidelines.  


